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"When the formative instinct becomes the guiding power and
the pure object workvS in us, then is the supreme unfolding of being,
then do all barriers dissolve, then, from a unit of magnitude, to
which needy sense confined him, has man arisen to a unit of idea
embracing the entire realm of phenomena. No longer are we indi-
viduals, but the race: through our mind is the judgment of all
minds pronounced, and by our deed is the choice of every heart
represented,"
It is unquestionable that the thought of the introvert
aspires towards this Hyperion; it is only a pity that the
unit of idea is the ideal of such a very limited class of men.
Thinking is merely a function which, when fully developed
and exclusively obeying its own laws, naturally sets up
a claim to general validity. Only one part of the world,
therefore, can be comprehended through thinking, another
part only through feeling, a third only through sensation,
etc. There are, in fact, various psychic functions ; for, bio-
logically, the psychic system can be understood only as an
adaptation system; eyes exist presumably because there
is light, Thinking, therefore, under all circumstances
commands only a third or a fourth of the total significance,
although in its own sphere it possesses exclusive validity—
just as vision is the exclusively valid function for the recep-
tion of light-waves, and hearing for sound-waves. Hence
a man who sets the unit of idea on a pinnacle, and senses
" feeling-sensation " as something antithetic to his person-
ality, can be compared with a man who has good eyes but
is nevertheless quite deaf and anaesthetic.
" No longer are we individuals, but the race "; certainly,
if we exclusively identify ourselves with thinking, or with
any one function whatsoever; for then are we collective
and generally valid beings, although quite estranged from
ourselves. Outside this quarter-psyche, the other three
quarters are in the darkness of repression and inferiority.
"Est-ce la nature, qui porte ainsi les hommes si loin
d'eux-mtoies?" we might here ask with Rousseau—is it
indeed Nature, or is it not rather our own psychology, which

